Internet technology has revolutionized the way information – and misinformation – spreads in the public sphere. On the latest episode of No Jargon, Brian Southwell explains why people tend to believe false information and discusses strategies for correcting falsehoods.

Southwell joins No Jargon to explain how and why misinformation is so easily disseminated in the current media landscape. He explores how difficult – yet necessary – it is for reporters and experts to find ways to correct false information. In his companion Key Findings brief, Southwell challenges conventional wisdom that social media equalizes the flow of information to all groups in our democracy. Investments in new communications infrastructures, he argues, could help to create a better informed public down the line.

To learn more, read Southwell’s recent journal article on “The Prevalence, Consequence, and Remedy of Misinformation in Mass Media Systems.” Another SSN brief by SSN scholar Steven Michael Polunsky offers further ideas about “Using Social Media to Improve Citizen Engagement with Government.”

Brian G. Southwell is Director of the Science in the Public Sphere Program at RTI International, Professor of Mass Communication at University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, and holds an Adjunct Faculty appointment at Duke University. He is host of a weekly radio show, “The Measure of Everyday Life,” on WNCU. The show features social science researchers who endeavor to improve the human condition. Follow the program on Twitter @MeasureRadio and Southwell’s personal account @BrianSouthwell.
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